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The Yoga Instructor
By Ian Colbourne

Josh is an yoga instructor teaching Kirkland but josh can't stop farting.

Josh: I'm glad that you could make it to this class, trust me you will learn 

from only the best here (points to himself).

Kirkland: That's great! I've always wanted to go to the gym but i never knew 

what to do here.

Josh: I assure that you will have fun here and be able to do a lot, so let's 

get right into it!. So first off we're going to start with some stretches. 

Kirkland: Ok,great.

Josh: So for the first stretch all your going to do is bend over and touch your

toes.(When Josh does this he farts)

Kirkland:(looks at Josh with a strange face then giggles to himself and 

proceeds to touch his toes).

Josh: Great! Now for the next stretch you are going to grab your leg and bring 

it up to your waist.(farts again as he does this)

Kirkland:(starts feeling awkward) Ummm, I know stretches are very important but

can we maybe skip stretches and move on to the yoga.

Josh: Stretches are very important but ok. Don’t blame me if you hurt yourself 

by pulling a muscle then.(Farting while he is saying this)

Kirkland: Ummmmm, you know what I think I umm have to go.(looking at his watch 
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while he says this)

Josh: why? you just got here, did i do something?

Kirkland: Ummmm, ok let's face it, you keep farting and it's really weird so i 

think i'm going to leave.

Josh: I'm sorry i can't help it. (Josh feels disappointed)

Kirkland: (walks out very disturbed). 

The Prank
By Austin Curlew

blake :Your mom ask me to tell you you a getting your finger cut off 

Which one

Blake : Your middle finger on your left hand 

Why i sine it every day 

Blake : Because you use every day and your mom said if you don't stop it has to come off

Puts his middle finger up 

Blake : and i am the doctor so ready to get your finger cut off 

: no 

Blake : yes
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Blake move closer

: no nnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooo

Runs off 

Blake : it just a prank

Blake laughs.

The Box of The End
By Blake Drover

In a dark cave two people wander about 

looking for something for their boss

Jack “come on! If we dont find this box hades’ll

fry us!.. Again.”

Ian “dont worry panic we’ll find the box give it 

to the boss so he can conquer mt olympus in 

no time!”
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After another 4 hours they finally find the box

Ian “lets open it!”

Jack “pain have you lost your mind?! Who 

knows whats in there?!”

Ian “well maybe its tres cool!”

At that they open the box only for it to glow 

and four roaring figures to fly out on horses 

each holding a different weapon : a sword a 

gun a crossbow and a scythe

Jack in a scarred tone “wh-wh- who are you?”

Josh “i am famine! I bring starvation and 

thirst!”

Santiago “i am strife!! I bring anger and conflict
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to even the happiest saps!”

Kirkland “i am war!!! I bring chaos and battle!

Me “and i am death!!!! Leader of the four 

horseman of armageddon!! I bring murder and 

the end of all life!”

Ian in an even more scarred tone “wh-wh-what

d-d-do wa-wa-wa-want?!?”

Josh in a serious tone “zeus trapped us there 

eons ago!!”

Kirkland “and thanks to you…”

Santiago “we are free!!”

Me “come my brothers!! The end of the world 

is now!!!!!”
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They all fly out on their horses evilly laughing 

and clashing their weapons and when they are

gone pain turns to panic

Ian “told you nothing bad could happen panic!”

Jack faints from fear 

Jack before passing out “hades isn’t gonna 

like this!”

Hole in The Boat
By Jack Langdon

Actors: Dillon Lambert & Santiago Baker

*Dillon & Santiago are in a boat and they are fishing*

Santiago:”Why are my feet wet?”

Dillon:”HAHA there is a hole in the boat”

Santiago:”Oh my gosh!”

Dillon:”What do we do?”

Dillon:” I know what we can do first save the fish”

Santiago:”NO! We have to cover the hole so no more water gets in!”

Dillon:” noooo we need to save the fish dillion jumps out of the boat with all the fish”

Santiago:* yells* “where are u going!??” 

Dillon: “yells saving the fish” 
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Blind Date
by Phoebe McNeil

*Jordan and Ian enter and get coffee; both stand around for a bit looking lost,Jordan sits down to wait, 

that’s when Ian notices him and gets a surprised look on his face*

Ian:’Michelle?”

Jordan-:

“Alex?”

Ian- “oh… um. You looked a little different online…”

Jordan- yeah… maybe i should go…

Ian- don't be silly! We are two mature adults, we can sit through a coffee with another man without it being 

awkward

Jordan- yeah! Yeah…

Ian- gestures towards the table awkwardly “lets sit!”

*ian and jordan sit very awkwardly for a good 15 seconds not saying anything to eachother and avoiding 

eye contact grunting awkwardly and shifting in their seats*

*both ian and jordan reach for sugar or something and accidentally brush hands and both pull back quickly 

with vaguely disgusted faces*

Ian: *clears throat* so michelle-

Jordan: michael
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Ian: what?

Jordan: my names michael 

Ian: but your profil-

jordan : its just michael. Just michael.

*10 seconds of awkward silence*

Ian: well this has been fun! *stands up briskly* but i gotta go, it was nice meeting you! 

Jordan: you too!

*goes in for a handshake, both back out at the last second*

Vain Nurse
by Amber Parsons

Phoebe is a very conceded nurse and jordan needs help because he broke his arm 

Jordan enters:

”can you help me, i think i broke my arm”

Phoebe:

”Hang on I will be with you in a minute.”

Jordan:

” no! I need help right now!!”
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Phoebe:

*Why do you have to be so rude? Can't you see that i'm busy here?

*phoebe continues to paint her nails*

Jordan:

” what is wrong with you?!?! I thought you were a nurse!!

Phoebe:

“PLEASE sir i am doing something”

*Jordan whimpers and seems to be in pain.*

*phoebe finishes painting her nails and begins to blow on them.*

Jordan:

” PLEASE HELP ME! I'm in so much pain”

*Phoebe ignores what he's saying and begins examining herself in the mirror (fixing her hair 

etc…)*

Jordan:

”thats it, im finding a new nurse.”

*limps out still in pain; Phoebe just shrugs and continues looking in the mirror*
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The Skydiving 
Instructor
By Jordan Spracklin

Chloe is a skydiving instructor and she is teaching vicki how to skydive but 

chloe is afraid of heights.

Chloe: welcome to the school, how are you?

Vicki: I'm good and how are you?

Chloe: I’m good. Are you ready to learn?

Vicki: Yes I am.

Chloe: Ok. So we are going to start by getting in our flight suits which are 

right here.

Vicki: Ok. So we are not going to anything in a classroom?

Chloe: No we are not because as i always say it’s better to learn on the spot. 

Well in your case it’s in the air.

Vicki: Ok I’m ready.(she says excitedly)

Chloe: Ok let get in the plane.

Vicki: ok.

Ten minutes later.
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Chloe: Ok we are about five minutes away from our target. That's when we jump.

Vicki: ok

Chloe: It's time to jump. You go first.

Vicki: But I thought you were the instructor?

Chloe: I am but you can go first.

Vicki: What are you afraid of heights?

Chloe: No.(she lies) 

Vicki: Ok.

Chloe: Ok. Jump.

Vicki: Ok. Will you be behind me?

Chloe: Yes.(She lies again)

So vicki jumps out of the plane. She screams.

Vicki: AWWW!!

Chloe: Good jump.(yelling from the plane)

Vicki: I thought you were going to jump to.(screaming)

Chloe: Sorry. I’m afraid of heights.

When Vicki open her parachute and she lands Chloe go to pick her up. When Chloe

steps out of her car Vicki starts fighting her.
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The Allergic Vet
By Chloe Stuckless

CAMERA frames JORDAN with his dog and VICKI

VICKI

Hello! You can just put your dog up on the table here.

JORDAN

(smiles and lifts dog onto the table.)Hello

VICKI

(starts scratching and sneezing throughout the play to indicate that she is

allergic to dogs.)Alright so you're just here for a basic check up?

JORDAN

yeah, so you can go ahead.(signals toward the dog)

VICKI

(looks worried)oh no I won't be touching the dog ummm…I.. I just think

(sneezes) that your dog would be more comfortable if you did this.

JORDAN

(raises one eyebrow)alright then…

VICKI

okay(sneeze) you can take these gloves.

(Gets gloves in hands and ‘accidentally’ sneezes on them.)

VICKI

umm well you don't need gloves.

JORDAN

Okay…
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VICKI

alright so just look at your hand and find your longest finger

(Jordan does this with a panicked look.)

VICKI

and then you just put your longest finger UP his behind, to make sure

everything's alright in that area.

JORDAN

Seriously?

VICKI

yes.

(Jordan does it but it is clear he is repulsed;Vicki sneezes non-stop and

scratches)

VICKI

ugh! I can't be here!(Vicki leaves room)

JORDAN

WHAT?? NOO!!

Awkward Bus Stop
By Victoria Young

Actors: Chloe Stuckless, Jordan Spracklin

*Camera pans down the street to Jordan standing at the bus stop*

*Chloe approaches*

Jordan: “hi….”

Chloe: *smiles* “Hey”

Jordan: *starts moving away from chloe* “I...I dont think the bus is coming today”

Chloe: “No. it comes this time every day, rain or shine”
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Jordan: *getting uncomfortable* “oh, um its taking a different route, so it isnt going to come to 

this stop.”

Chloe *ignoring him*

Jordan: “ its getting awfully cold out, you should go home”

Chloe: *angry* no its fine dude, i have enough clothes on”

Chloe: “look, theres the bus now!”

Jordan: *refuses to get on because chloe is there*

The Vain Astronaut
By Santiago Baker

We see a rocket takeoff. We cut to inside the astronaut capsule. The actors are wearing heavy skidoo suits 

and helmets.

Jordan: Mission Control, we’re getting slightly high readings on our H levels. Please advise.

Mission control: Everything is fine, continue as planned. Your hydrogen oxygen is almost out, get ready to 

jettison your booster.

Jordan: Copy that mission control. Jettison booster in 3,2,1… Jettison booster activated.

Awkward pause

Jordan: Are you giving me the silent treatment? 

Awkward pause

Jordan: this is getting uncomfortable

Ian: You’re telling me this thing itches (he itches himself through the suit). Do i look fat in this?

Jordan: Would shut up? We’re astronauts.
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Ian: But these colors don’t even match. How am I going to look in the photos.

Jordan: We’re on NASA. Just follow the protocol.

Ian: How am I meant to go outside looking this? What are people going to think of me?

Jordan: We are on space. No one is watching you, just put your helmet on and let’s go.

Ian: This white looks all wrong with my face. It doesn’t go with my makeup.

Jordan: Why are you even wearing makeup?

Stares at him, blinking

Ian: Does my eyeliner look good? I think it’s too dark.

Jordan: Nobody cares about your freaking eyeliner! Get out of my face (Pushes him back)

Ian: You’re going to wrinkle my clothes. Be careful. Took me 7 and a half hours to get the wrinkles out. 

Stupid pressure resistant NASA suit.

Jordan: You know what? I’ve got a mirror just over here. Just step in to this room and you should find it.

Ian: Well thanks sweetie. At last you do something of use. This looks like the room we came in from.

Jordan: Don’t worry about. (As he presses the button to close the door and open the outside door). You 

won’t have to worry about your make up now.

Ian: (Silence as he floats out)

Jordan: Finally. Peace. 

*END*
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The Claustrophobic Miner
By Kurklind Coombs

Summary

A miner is giving a tour of the mine but he's

afraid of confined spaces

Ian (Miner): Welcome everyone to this 1966 

Gold mine. This was built by early settlers of 

Newfoundland. It brought in 1.2 million dollars 

to the british.

Joshua (Tourist 1): Coool

Miner: well that's it for the tour goodbye don't 

forget the gift bags 

Santiago (Tourist 2): What? We just started! 

Tourist 1: Yeah i wanna go down there where it 

look tighter and damper and darker 

Miner: What? No tighter. No Damper. No Darker
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Tourist 1: Yes tighter and darker and damper 

let's go!

Miner: Umm Okay but will just go down a little 

bit.

Tourist 2: Finally let’s Go then!

Miner: I cant Breethe!

Bully Days Are Over
By Joshua Shears

I think the best sket was the one about the astronauts when because it was funny and

entertaining,but i will be writing about a bully in a school today.

A group of kids run on stage. It is recess and they chase each other around. One is

kicking a ball.         

Amber (PERSON 1) enters and is surrounded by some of the other kids. He brags 

loudly about himself, pushes a kid, grabs someone’s lunchbox,and says who's 

next? and kicks the ball away. 

PERSON 1 starts to pick on PERSON 2, calling him names like, “Wimp.” The other 

kids join in.
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Chloe (PERSON 2) just stands, not responding to PERSON 1.

This makes PERSON 1 even madder and he gets louder and more abusive,and he 

crush his fists Finally he says, “You’ve made me so mad, I’m gonna hit you!”

PERSON 2 says, “Go ahead. But I won’t hit you back. You are just a bully and only 

pick on someone smaller than you are,chicken”

.”PERSON 1 calls PERSON 2, “your a Chicken!”

PERSON 2 responds, “I’m not afraid of you. If you hit me, you will get expelled. Go 

ahead”

the two boys begin to circle each other. When PERSON 2 manages to get behind 

PERSON 1 he grabs him around the waist and hangs on. PERSON 1, 

while he's holding tears in, he tries to shake PERSON 2 off, but cannot do it. The 

other kids find this hilarious and start laughing.

PERSON 2 let's go, so suddenly that PERSON 1 falls to the ground.

PERSON 2 runs off, while the other kids laugh at PERSON 1.

PERSON 2 calls back over his shoulder, “I think your days of bullying are over!”
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